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This manual of martial mastery presents the greatest fighting styles and deadliest combat

techniques of the Inner Sea region. Learn who numbers among the most formidable martial

characters in the Inner Sea, discover the practices of peerless masters like the Aldori swordlords

and cunning Lion Blades, and hone your skills at the greatest fighting schools in Golarion. New

archetypes, feats, and martial rules subsystems unlock new ways to do battle and differentiate your

favorite fighting style from common brawling.
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Originally posted at [...], a new idea everyday!Product-Pathfinder Campaign Setting-Inner Sea

CombatProducer- PaizoPrice- $20TL; DR- A little long to keep me entertained. 77%Basics-

MORTAL COMBAT! Inner Sea Combat focuses on marital characters and how to build these

characters and their world into your Pathfinder Game. The book starts by discussing nations and

their interactions with martial characters. Next, the book adds feats and a discussion on how

specialized martial characters function within the rules of Pathfinder. After specialization, the book

moves to schools/guilds and rules to operate these in Pathfinder. From schools, the books present

new prestige classes and archetypes for classes from barbarian to the rogue. The last section of the

book focuses on magic items that specialized characters from this book might need.Mechanics or

Crunch-This books adds a bunch of ideas for a GM to add to his/her game, but the ideas are not

ground breaking awesome that you would expect for hidden techniques grown on the mountain top

monasteries of the world. The book adds lost arts that are the talk of many a hushed conversation,



but when you look over the options, they might fit will in just a player line book. Also, the book adds

schools and guilds. I don't hate the mechanics behind these, but I think the numbers are off. I think

the DCs are too high and will likely make life very hard for anyone who wants to go after a school

and not get kicked out. Some of the options are well done, but it's more diamonds in the rough then

a constant flow. I did like the items that were added to this book. 3/5Fluff or Story- I liked this the

most in this book. The story provides lots of ideas for a GM to add to his/her game.
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